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Fishman kula preamp manual

AG Serija Aura Serija Blackstack Series Classic Series Koncertna serija Ellipse Serija Fluence Serija FX Serija Loudbox Series Matrix Serija Nashville Serija Neo-D Serija Platinum Serija PowerTap Serija Powerbridge Serija Prefix Serija Prefix Serija Sign up for our mailing list See our privacy policy 01-02-2015, 10:15 #1 can't get my ukulele connected to the amplifier. I use iRig HD to connect to my iPad
and I went through their problem-solving steps and everything works well at that end, so it must be at Fishman's end on my uke. I followed Fishman's instructions, but it just doesn't connect. It should flash the battery light once it's connected and it doesn't happen. The tuner part is working properly. All I can do? Thanks for your help! James The Last Edited by Jasampso; 01-02-2015 at 10:19 AM. 01-022015, 12:26 #2 Can you take a picture of the output port and cable you are using? You need to make sure that the cable sleeve is properly grounded in the end connector. 01-03-2015, 09:55 #3 Mm a little confused by your description... What happens if you just take the guitar cord and go from uka to amplifier? Are you getting any sound? I'd eliminate as many variables as possible, and then the elimination
process would make it easier to figure out what doesn't work? If you enter your iRig and then into your iPad, and you run into Garageband, etc., can you get the sound of your earpiece? Do you have another guitar cable to test? Maybe the cable is intermittent and has loose contact inside the plug? Let the Guinea proverb say: A cow that doesn't have a tail shouldn't try to drive away flies.
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